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successfully. The Chinese in this important undertaking of
creating a capital on the site of an old Chinese town have certainly
worked hard and are bringing into existence a new city not
unworthy of the importance of its probable destiny, but there is
still much to do.
A steam ferry takes the traveller across the Yangtsze Kiang
to Pukow, the terminus of the Peking-Pukow railway. The
journey to the late Capital—for Peking no longer enjoys that
distinction—occupies about twenty-four hours, I found the
train much more efficiently run, and much more comfortable
than I had been led to expect and both the sleeping accommoda-
tion and the restaurant-car were amply adequate.
I left Nanking in pouring rain but the next morning broke
serenely beautiful. To right and left stretched the great plains,
green with spring crops. The villages with their stone and rnud
walls stood scattered amongst the fields and the whole population
appeared to be at work, the dark blue figures clear and defined
against the light green of rice and corn. Along the raised tracks
that connect village to village and lead to the rare towns the
wayfarers passed with their little caravans of donkeys or
trundling the humble vehicle of the country, the well-laden
wheelbarrow—one man pulling in front and another pushing
behind. The soft radiant atmosphere of a Chinese spring day
with its hint of haze rendered the brilliant sunlit landscape even
more beautiful.
Military police, armed with rifles and revolvers, guarded the
train and passed from carriage to carriage scrutinizing the pas-
sengers. Once or twice they pounced upon some innocent
looking third-class Chinese traveller and searched him—all
unsuccessfully—for arms. The stations too were strongly
guarded, for although these regions were in a state of peace for
the time being it was impossible to say where and when civil war
might break out again. Now and again we passed a walled
provincial town, its ramparts crowned with picturesque watch-
towers, while at times a long-necked pagoda raised its five or
seven storeys as if to peep over the walls and see what was going
on in the world outside. Civil war had been raging in this part
of the country but peace, and the dynamited bridges, had been
lately restored. A mass of contorted iron beams, blown shapeless
by an explosion, still lay by the rail side—the framework of an
important bridge. Armoured trains were drawn up at some of the
stations but it was difficult to imagine that so peaceful a country

